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To
Shri Debkumar Chakravarti,
Sr. General Manager (pers),
BSNL Corporate Office,
New Delhi

subject : Request for issue of promotion orders in srs (Tf grade - reg

Sir,
In accordance with Honble Supreme Court of India judgment, Seniority lists 6 & 7

of SDEs (T) have been provisionally revised vide BSNL Lr.No.56-O3/2015--pers (DpC)
dated 17.4.2OI5. Last date for communicating errors and omissions in the provisional
list is 09.05.2015 and therefore final revised seniority lists will be circulatid shortly.
Thus an obstacle for holding DPC for promotion to STS if) *itt be removed.

2. We had been requesting the then Sr.GM (Pers) and Addl.GM (Pers) for filling up
posts in DE/AGM which have fallen vacant consequent to declining of promotion f,y a
large number of executives and for filling up the posts being kept unfrlled in order to
accommodate untraceable executives.

3 We had pointed out in our earlier letter that'in spite of repeated efforts by BSNL
Corporate Office to trace around 200 untraceable Executives eligible for promotion to
STS (Telecom) grade, only a few cases were reported by the circGs/units, wherein the
executives had left BSNL and had joined other organizations and these vacancies were
filled by promoting eligible executives down in the list.

4. Since no information regarding the whereabouts of the large number of remaining
Executives has been received from the field units, it is only to be taken that these
executives are presently not working in BSNL and therefore, keeping posts vacant for
them for a further period of time will not be a prudent decision.

5. We therefore request you to kindly cause initiation of the process for filling up
these posts, so that all the left out Executives who had qualified in the year 1991-ani
promoted as sDE in the year r99B can now be promoted as srs (T).

With kind regards,

Yoqqs sinqprely,
--\-\---- <J

(Rakesh Seth
General Secretar5r
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